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Commentators: Johnny Loquasto, Stu Stone

You might have heard of this promotion before but I wouldn’t be surprised
if you haven’t. Until a few years ago it was a member of the NWA but
eventually went independent. It turns out they also have a TV show airing
on some channel called Youtoo TV. Apparently I have this channel so why
not check out a show. I have no idea what to expect here and I’ve only
heard of a few names on the roster. Let’s get to it.

We open with a commentator opening the show backstage when three men (a
Russian, a guy smoking a cigar and a short Hispanic guy) called the
Revolution interrupt. They aren’t happy with not being booked on the show
so they’re going to do something about it. Well they’re definitely heels.

Opening sequence with the names of some wrestlers on stars. Unfortunately
the stars are cut off at the sides and I couldn’t make out a lot of them.
A more upbeat song would have helped too.

Before we get started, there’s a tiny chance you’ve heard of Stu Stone.
He’s actually a voice actor and rapper, appearing on shows such as the
Tick, X-Men, Rugrats and the classic Rollin With Saget.

Che Cabrera vs. Sgt. Major

Cabrera, a Cuban, is the cigar guy in the Revolution and the others are
named Sasha Derevko and Fidel Bravo. They certainly got on the show
quickly. Stone is a big but generic military guy. The fans chant USA and
it’s easy to hear them across the pretty small ring. They slug it out to
start with Major grabbing a headlock as the announcers talk about the
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Revolution hating America.

We hear about the chain around Derevko’s arm (Stone: “He’s the best chain
wrestler in this company.” That was good for a chuckle) before the audio
freaks out and makes me think my TV is broken. Major hits a loud chop in
the corner but Bravo trips him up to change control after about nine
seconds of Major on offense.

The fans chant Fuzzy Wuzzy at someone as Major is sent to the floor for a
beating from Bravo. Cabrera starts in on the arm as the announced main
event is Willie Mack (now in TNA as the Mack) and the Hobo (really?) vs.
the Vermin. Major comes back with the Blackhawk (TKO) but a Revolution
distraction lets Derevko get in a chain shot to give Cabrera the cheap
pin at 4:52.

Rating: D. I’m in for a long night. This was a basic enough story to get
by but the wrestling was nothing special. The Revolution is fine for a
run of the mill heel stable, but I don’t have much of a desire to see
them again. There really isn’t much to say here as it was just a basic
wrestling match with the heels cheating to win. Acceptable but nothing
more than that.

Revolution vs. Tag Game Strong

So they aren’t scheduled and they get two matches. This would be
Bravo/Derevko vs. Leo Blaze/Cedric King, with the latter looking a bit
like the Prime Time Players. Heelish commentator Stone used to manage
them but they act like faces here. The Revolution jumps them to start but
TGS sends them into each other. A double dropkick sends the evil
foreigners to the floor and the fans are behind TGS.

Blaze hits a flip dive (with the camera only seeing the crash) to give
King two on Derevko back inside. The announcers run down the tag division
which sounds fairly deep in a positive note. Derevko hits a Brogue Kick
for two on Blaze to take over before monkey flipping his partner onto
Blaze for two. Not a bad spot. Bravo rolls through a sunset flip and gets
two off a basement dropkick.

Blaze comes back with a quick backdrop and makes the hot tag to Cedric,



who is still in sunglasses and his vest. A double slam puts Bravo down
but Derevko makes the save. The camera work still needs a lot of work
here. Something like a Black Widow puts Blaze down as King and Bravo
cross body each other. Cabrera blows smoke in Derevko’s eyes by mistake,
setting up a superkick into a Saito Suplex (close enough to one at least)
to pin Bravo at 5:55.

Rating: C. Well that was certainly better but aside from the ending blown
heel spot, the Revolution wrestled like faces. I liked that monkey
flipping your partner bit and Derevko and Bravo worked well together out
there. TGS…..eh they have potential but they don’t seem to have any kind
of strong personalities or presence. It looks like they’ve been giving a
simple gimmick and are out there to get ring time, which is a fine way to
use guys.

Jakob Austin Young vs. Dom de la Vega

Young is a small guy and looks like Alex Shelley. Vega is a skinny kid
who looks to be a high flier. I really like his name if nothing else.
They start with a basic wrestling sequence as we hear about Austin being
unproven and Vega being on a winning streak. See how easily you can recap
two guys in a few sentences? I have an idea of who both guy is and the
announcers repeating Young’s catchphrase of “compassion is difficult”
helps as well.

Vega takes him outside for a hard chop before raking the eyes back
inside. A hard elbow gets two, but only after Young stares at the crowd
for a bit. Vega gets two off a rollup, only to walk into a one footed
dropkick. Back up and Vega scores with some dropkicks but Young hits him
in the throat and hits a Backstabber for the pin at 3:54.

Rating: C. This Young guy has a future as he plays the part of a heel
well and already has some of the mannerisms down. Vega looked like a
spunky jobber and there’s nothing wrong with that role. However, he was
clearly outclassed here and I wouldn’t mind seeing more of Young.

Ty Matthews, a soft spoken guy who looks like Kevin Smith, talks about
taking a guy named Anderson Cruz under his wing but the philosophy didn’t
work. Tonight, Cruz has another chance on his own.



Anderson Cruz vs. Ryan Kidd

Kidd is the face here but no one seems to care for him. He’s also never
won a match in this company. Cruz is a much bigger guy but Kidd is
chopping him around with ease. Cruz catches him diving off the top rope
and hits a fall away slam before choking away. The announcers start
talking about Scientology of all things as Cruz gets two off a running
knee to the chest.

Matthews is watching in the back and we go to a split screen with a shot
of Ty taking up about 80% of the screen. A middle rope splash gets two
for Cruz and we hit the chinlock as those audio issues continue. Back to
the split screen as Cruz gets a very close two off a spinning
spinebuster. Cruz chokes away and doesn’t let go, drawing a DQ at 5:12.

Rating: D+. The story here isn’t bad but it doesn’t help that the story
is about someone not winning for a year. It makes you think that there’s
no way he’s going to win…..and that’s exactly what you get. Cruz has some
potential as well but there are dozens of guys with a similar look and
style.

The split screen shows a calm Matthews holding his open hand towards the
screen with Cruz doing the same in the ring.

Vermin vs. Willie Mack/Hobo

Vermin are Kevin Martinson (a decent sized guy) and Yuma (looks like a
cruiserweight), the latter of whom is Heritage Champion (seems to be the
top belt in the company). The announcers both loathe Yuma for recently
stealing the title from Hobo, who is billed as weighing 200 cans of
beans. Mack is one of the few guys I’ve heard of here and he has HUGE
trunks ala Jim Duggan. Before we get started, Kevin has to take care of
the belt on the announcers’ table.

Hobo and Yuma get things going with the fans entirely against the champ.
Yuma gets punched back and forth between the good guys (billed as a dream
team here) before he gets planted with an atomic drop. Off to Mack to
drop Yuma with a chop. A big boot to the face drops Yuma again and a
tandem elbow gets two. Martinson comes in and chokes Hobo down into the



corner as we take a break. Back with Mack splashing Yuma in the corner
before hitting a nice delayed vertical suplex for two on Martinson.
Stone: “You can count to 100 there but you can’t count to 3.”

Yuma offers a distraction so Kevin can kick Willie in the face for two.
We hit the chinlock on Mack but Yuma can barely get his arms around
Mack’s neck. Mack shrugs him off and makes the tag to Hobo for some house
cleaning. Some running splashes in the corner (Hobo Trains) have Vermin
in trouble but Martinson flips out of a belly to back and hits a nice
dropkick to drop Hobo.

Vermin double teams Hobo in the corner as Stone sings the Facts of Life
theme song. I think I like this guy. Yuma misses a charge (Stone: “No
water in the corner!”) and the hot tag brings in Mack. Everything breaks
down and it’s back to Hobo for more trains, with Mack hitting them as
well. Martinson gets clotheslined to the floor, leaving Hobo to hit the
Hobo Driver (Roman Reigns’ Moment of Silence if you watched him in NXT)
for the pin on Yuma at 13:44.

Rating: C+. Nice tag match here which helped to set up the title rematch
in the future. Hobo seems like a guy who isn’t anything special but the
fans like him, which isn’t the best thing to do with a champion but it
works well enough around here. Yuma seemed in over his head out there but
Martinson looked pretty smooth.

Overall Rating: C+. Opening match aside, I had a decent time with this
show. They don’t go back to a story they’ve already covered in the night
and there were very few backstage segments, which leaves you with a
wrestling heavy product. I liked it well enough to watch another week,
but this feels minor league due to the audio and camera work along with
some talent not being the strongest out there. Still though, fun for what
it was.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1998 Pay Per View reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00UYAMB8U
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And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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